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Leathercraft

Traditional Handcrafted Leatherwork Skills
and Projects
Mélanie Voituriez

Provides serious learners the “quality matters” approach from
renowned craftsman Armitage
Learn traditional methods, then apply them as you make projects
that will become heirlooms
Modern tools and materials, but very clearly focused on the craft’s
unchanging foundations

This guide featuring renowned craftsman Armitage’s
teaching, including step-by-step photos, is perfect for
leathercrafters who want a clearly traditional focus,
who believe high quality matters, and who want to learn
traditional techniques to use in modern ways. Each
project, while modern in terms of using today’s new tools
and materials, is still very much seated in the foundations
of the craft. Yes, a laced leather bag is quick to make and
looks nice but will not last. A traditional saddle-stitched
bag becomes an heirloom because, if looked after, its life
will span generations. If you appreciate the latter, then
this book will meet your expectations and take your leather
creations further than you might think possible.

INTRODUCTION
Thank you for buying this book, I hope you
have many happy hours of fun with it, and
find it a useful companion on your
leatherworking journey.
I have written my book as I would have
liked to have been taught when I started
working leather back in the late 1980s. I have
broken each stage into easy to follow steps,
and built up the complexity of the projects as
the book progresses. I hope, as you work
through the projects, your confidence and
command of the techniques grows as well.
By no means are the techniques I cover in
this book the only way to do the job—they
are, however, all proven and work well.
Before you dive into the projects, take
some time to familiarize yourself with the
chapters on the skills and techniques. Practice
them until you have a good understanding of
what you are doing and how to do it.
The projects are great fun, but the real
value is in the skills you learn in the process.
There is great enjoyment in following the
instructions for each project and making the
items, but if I can encourage you to get to
the bones of a skill or technique, then the
items you make can become your own
designs and you begin to really stand on your
own two (leathercrafted) feet.
I have not necessarily chosen the most
exciting projects—however, I have chosen
those with high learning values. The skills

Nigel Armitage has been a custom maker for 30 years, focusing on
the long-standing traditions of making leather goods completely
by hand. He teaches courses and workshops in person and online.
www.armitageleather.com
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STITCHING
1. There are many and various ways to stitch leather, or
more specifically, how to make the holes through which to
stitch.
The stitch we will be focusing on is known as English
saddle stitch. This is where two needles (one in each hand)
work on the same single, centered, thread, to produce two
running stitches along the seam at the same time. This is done
in such a way that the stitches sit at a slight but consistent
angle, giving a pleasing look to the stitch and adding a high
level of detail.
1

2. Traditionally, a pricking wheel or pricking iron is used to
mark the stitching out, then an awl is used to actually make
the holes, then the stitching can be completed with thread.
The pricking iron only just penetrates the surface of the
leather enough to clearly mark the location of the holes.
The pricking iron or wheel is the simple part of this
process and in this style of stitching, all the skill lies in the
use of the awl.
Stitching position is the first key to ensuring you place the
awl into the leather in a consistent way. The awl then has to
be pushed into the hole with the angle of the blade matched
to the angle of the hole, with the blade being perpendicular
to the leather on both the horizontal and vertical planes.

Projects Include:
Beginner:
Slip Pouch
Card Holder
Pencil Wrap
Notebook /
Passport Cover

2

36
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the holes in the bottom need
7 Finally,
making. Again, these holes will be

stitching will be pulling at an angle, too
much tension and the leather will tear.
Once the seam is stitched, you
12 have
a tube. Now you’re ready to
add the next piece—the lining.
To determine the height of the lining
you need to know the thickness of the
base. I am using two 67mm disks for
the base, one in the same leather as the
outer and one in the same leather as the
lining.

all the holes made on the outer
8 With
piece, you need to do a little more
work to the holes for the butted seam.
Each hole will come out on the edge of
the leather just below halfway.
11

8

the leather, trying to get the blade to
come out just below the middle. Try
not to mark the surface of the leather
while doing this.
This will take practice, so try the
technique on a piece of scrap first. The
idea is to get the holes on the left to
meet the holes on the right so they line
up neatly. No stitching should be visible
on the inside.
Once the holes have been made,
10 the
seam is ready to be stitched

Advanced:
Dice Cup
Covered Box
Box-Stitched Pouch
Leather Box

D IC E C U P

10

7

stitched at an angle, and while they are
coming out on the back, they will not
be in line with the front, so they only
want pricking into place.

Using a fine awl, push through from
9 the
hole on the surface to the edge of

Intermediate:
Belt
Raised Dog Collar
Tool Roll
Knife Sheath

For the lining I am using a lighter
13 leather,
2.5mm in a mid-brown.
I want to attach the lining in such a
way that it creates a step for the disks to
sit on which will help keep them in
place while stitching.
of this, my lining needs to
14 Inbe view
94mm high to allow for the

9

12

together. Put the leather onto the form
and hold it in place with several rubber
bands.

thickness of the two disks.
The width is calculated in a very
similar way to the outer leather. This
will sit within the original diameter, so
the calculation will look like this:
Diameter of form
Thickness of leather
Pi
Total

11

If your holes have been made well,
they will begin to line up, but you
can use an awl just to encourage this.
Begin stitching your seam, apply
sufficient tension to pull the leather
together, but remember that the

Again, it will need the ends cutting at 13
an angle so they fit together. It is much
harder to overcut, so cut this piece from
the back and slightly undercut.
the lining in your tube to
15 Test
make sure it fits. Once you are
happy with the lining, glue it into
place with some PVA, but make sure
it is level with the top and that you
have your 6mm gap at the bottom for
the disks.
Place the tube over the 62mm rod
14
and sew the top row of stitching at the
opening. You will need to use your awl
for this as the holes have not been made
in the lining. This is where the glue will
help. The better bond you have, the
easier this will be.
Once the lining is stitched into place,
you will need two disks of leather, one
to match the outer and one to match
the lining: cut a 67mm disk from each.
A simple way to do this is to place the
form over the leather and mark around
the circumference with a scratch awl
15
and then carefully cut it out.

67mm
2.5mm
x 3.14
202.53mm

You can see that the thickness of the
leather has now been removed to get
the measurement.
This piece now needs to be
202.53mm x 94mm.
156

157

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 228 x 228 mm
Pages: 176
Price:£26.99

Binding: flapped paperback
ISBN: 978-0-7643-6039-8
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Practical Leatherwork

Cutting, Sewing, Finishing & Repair
Carsten Bothe

Perfect guide to a new skill for hunters, bushcraft fans, reenactors,
knifemakers, and others
Clear info and 235 photos teach the basic skills, plus five projects,
from belt to holster
Learn to make, and repair, your essential leather items for outdoor
pursuits

Workplace

Materials

Easy to see on a flea market find: “Repair” using wire.

It not only is difficult to obtain rawhide for sewing, but
besides this, it is a material for specialists.

The left thread consists of braided single threads; the right thread is twisted and can be easily untwisted into single
threads and can also be trimmed to a point.

tiP

thin, parallel fibers. This way you are able to draw off
the thickness you need each time. Artificial sinew is
used, for example, in Indian pearl embroidery, since
it is very durable and tear resistant. Artificial sinew
is used less frequently to sew smooth leather than
it is to sew chamois leather for clothing.
rawhide is intended for sewing saddle
trees or heavily stressed parts of saddles. However,
it can also be used for knife sheaths or holsters. The
material is very stiff and rigid. Karl May wrote that

You can fuse raw threads with a lot of protruding
fibers with a lighter.

the Indians would wet it to tie up their prisoners;
as it dried, the leather then contracts. However, we
cannot make use of this effect when sewing because
it would make the leather spotty. To process rawhide,
it is stretched over a sharp edge, and this makes it
supple. At the same time it becomes whitish and is
no longer so translucent. If you use enough leather
grease, sewing becomes relatively easy. The stitches
must be set closer together on the curves, so that
the overlaps continue to appear consistent. The work
is worth it, however, because rawhide that has been
sewn to overlap will almost never fray. Rawhide is not
used for normal seams, but only for sewing around
edges. Since it is very hard to come by strips that
will match, this material is not widely available in

Germany. Rawhide is the material traditionally used
for making hand-braided cowboy lassos, which are
called lariats.

Polyester thread is braided into a round shape
and is very tear resistant, and you can get it in the
most-beautiful colors. It is particularly popular among
Practical Leatherwork | 15

simple seam

simple seam

The left needle is inserted only as far as necessary until
you can grasp it with your right hand. Now place the right
needle under the left one at a right angle.

Grasp both needles between thumb and forefinger at
the crossover point and draw the left needle completely
through the hole. Do not pull the thread completely
through the hole—you do this later.

Now stick the right needle through while holding it above
the left thread.

Continue to sew this way up to the end.

Use the round awl to widen the first hole back along the
way and stick the left needle through the hole first.

With the right needle still sticking in the hole, loop the left
thread once around the needle so that you make a knot
that comes to lie within the layer of leather.

Now grasp the right needle with your left hand and
carefully tighten both thread ends.

You must pull this knot tight with special care.

Make a knot at the second backstitch very carefully also,
so that the seam is finished and will not come loose by
itself.

To finish the seam, switch to an awl with a round cross
section.

Cut the thread ends off flush.

The seam is recessed into the previously chamfered
groove.

54 | Practical Leatherwork
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sewing a Dog Leash

sewing a Dog Leash

built-in stop prevents the dog from choking himself
too much. To this extent, the term “choker” is also
incorrect, but it has entered everyday language.
the “limited slip” is adjusted so that it indeed
encircles the dog’s neck when pulled tight, but
naturally does not compress it. You should be

able to easily get your fingers between collar and
neck. The open position is adjusted so that you can
only just pull the collar over the dog’s head. At this
adjustment, it is hard for the dog to weasel his way
backward out of the collar.

Draw the seam, chamfer out the groove for the seam with
the stitching groover, and mark the stitches.

Thin down the free end, using a cobbler’s knife.

Here it is enough to cut away one-third of the leather
thickness over a few millimeters; you are just trying create
a smooth transition.

The first hole should be placed in front of the second
leather layer and thus lead only through the long end.
Pull the thread through the hole so that both ends are the
same length.

AVAILABLE NOW

the attachable leash used for hunting
is usually made with a “limited slip” or “choker”
collar, which is simply pulled over the dog’s head. A

You can either make the collar separately or attach
it at the same time.

80 | Practical Leatherwork

Outdoor professional, hunter, and certified biologist Carsten Bothe
has lived with trappers in the United States and gained his outdoor
experience through hunting and exploration trips in the United
States, Canada, and New Zealand.

When sewing rawhide strips, the stitches must be set parallel to the leather edge.

14 | Practical Leatherwork

after making a belt , a dog leash is an
interesting but simple practice piece.
A handsome dog leash made of real leather, well
handcrafted, is just the proper formal outfit for your
dog at the dog show or at the Hubertusmesse—the
German mass celebrating St. Hubertus, the patron
saint of dogs.
a custom-made leash does not need any
buckles to adjust it, and this way you eliminate
corner edges on which our friends could get caught,
or that make a clatter. You could also eliminate all
the buckles and sliders that are used on a bought
leash to makes sure that it works for every customer
and every dog. It is best to take the measurements
from another leash that you have already adjusted
to the right size. Or you can make a pattern by using
a piece of package cord. Think about it: as you take
the measurements in your apartment, consider that
the leash also has to fit over thicker clothes in winter.
If you have been able to get a continuous strap,
then this is very helpful, since otherwise you have to
patch on a piece of leash to the loop to go around
your body. The continuous straps are usually glued
together several times, which, however, is done so
well that you can see only if you look closely. Try in
any case to use a single strap, which certainly should
be sufficient for a simple dog lead. You can either
make the collar separately or attach it at the same
time. It is also possible to incorporate a coupler so
that you can walk two dogs at the same time.

These photo-rich, step-by-step instructions prove that
anyone can learn the techniques of cutting, sewing, and
finishing to make, or repair, your essential leather items.
You’ll learn how to make a seam, how to wet-form, how to
apply button studs and rivets, and everything else needed
to master the basics..

Practical Leatherwork | 81

Size: 191 x 228 mm
Pages: 112
Price: £19.99

Binding: softcover
ISBN: 978-0-7643-5744-2
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Little Delights in Leather

Charming Projects to Use Every Day
Mélanie Voituriez

Gives crafters delightful, high-quality results on their first projects
in leather
Useful, accessible projects for makers interested in trying their
hand at leather-crafting
From a cuff bracelet to a protective tablet case, all projects radiate
an appealing style

For crafters interested in stylish results with leather, these
charming projects allow beginners to succeed. With use
of a sewing machine, leatherwork basics become quicker.
From a cuff bracelet to mittens, a protective tablet case to
a backpack, all 14 projects radiate an appealing style and
boast clever, Pinterest-worthy design features.
Tablet Case
DIFFICuLTY LEVEL: ✩✩
Techniques: straight stitch (machine), applying piping, quilting
Materials: leather sewing-machine needle (size 16/100), Teflon presser foot, ruler, leathermarking pen, knife, piping presser foot
Recommended leather: thin and supple suede (goat or lambskin)
Dimensions: 71⁄2" × 93⁄4" (for the large size) and 6" × 81⁄2" (for the small size)

Mélanie Voituriez is passionate about creative decoration and
embellishment. She worked in textile design before becoming
a freelance artist and illustrator. Based near Paris, she enjoys
creating the little things that make life sweeter. Visit her blog at
www.melanievoituriez.com.

You’ll need:
Goatskin suede (teal color): 153⁄4" × 233⁄4" (large) or 133⁄4" × 193⁄4" (small)

Cotton fabric: 153⁄4" × 233⁄4" (large) or 133⁄4" × 193⁄4" (small)

Thick fleece: 153⁄4" × 233⁄4" (large) or 133⁄4" × 193⁄4" (small)
Piping: 60"

This quilted envelope-style case will protect your tablet in style. But don’t stop
there—it has even more potential: by switching up colors and materials, it can be
transformed into a chic evening bag!

18

19

Fish-Scale-Pattern Clutch Bag
DIFFICuLTY LEVEL: ✩
Materials: leather sewing-machine needle (size 14/90), Teflon presser foot, zipper
Recommended leather: fairly thin, supple leather such as nappa lambskin or
suede goatskin
Dimensions: 51⁄8" × 41⁄8"
You’ll need:
Mustard-yellow lambskin: 6" × 91⁄2"

Rust-colored lambskin: 6" × 21⁄2"

Metallic-gold lambskin: 6" × 21⁄2"

Anthracite suede lambskin: 6" × 21⁄2"

Cotton fabric (for the inner lining): 6" × 91⁄2"

Zipper: 6"

CuTTING
• Main part of the bag: Cut the pattern twice out of the mustard-yellow leather and
twice out of the lining.
• 1st scale: Cut the pattern once out of the rust-colored leather and once out of the
anthracite suede.
• 2nd scale: Cut the pattern once out of the gold leather.

A small, very easy to make clutch bag that is nevertheless very impressive! Plus,
it’s a great way to use up your leather scraps.
35
34

Nursery School Satchel

AVAILABLE NOW

DIFFICuLTY LEVEL: ✩✩✩
Techniques: Straight stitch, setting tuck lock clasps
Materials: leather sewing-machine needle (size 16/100), Teflon presser foot, mallet,
leather-marking pen, knife, punch pliers
Recommended leather: stiff leather, but not too thick
Dimensions: 11" × 91⁄2" × 4"
You’ll need:
Navy-blue suede pigskin, 3 oz. / 1.2 mm thick: 331⁄2" × 173⁄4"

Size: 254 x 228 mm
Pages: 96
Price: £21.99

Metallic gold lambskin: 61⁄2" × 113⁄4"

Cotton fabric: 331⁄2" × 253⁄4"

Thick felt: 4" × 101⁄4"
Fusible interfacing for fabrics, heavyweight: 153⁄4" × 8"
Transparent plastic: 23⁄4" × 13⁄4"
2 tuck lock clasps, 11⁄4" wide
2 strap adjusters, 13⁄4" wide

A nursery-school-sized satchel that’s a lovely gift for your child’s first
school adventure!
89
88

Binding: hardcover
ISBN: 978-0-7643-5838-9
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The Complete Three-Book Series:
Making Leather Knife Sheaths
Making Leather Knife Sheaths, Vol. 1
David Hölter & Peter Fronteddu
Complete guide to making a leather sheath for your fixed-blade knife
350 photos and diagrams, four complete patterns, and in-depth instructions
Build on the fundamentals to create a leather sheath of your own design

Size: 152 x 228 mm
Pages: 144
Price: £23.99

Binding: spiral bound
ISBN: 978-0-7643-4015-5

Vol. 2: Welted Sheaths Step by Step
David Hölter
Craft two top-quality welted sheath designs—each with different technical
elements—for fixed-blade knives
Features detailed instructions for welted sheaths, in contrast to the quiverlike sheaths in vol. 1
300 color photos and diagrams, two complete patterns, and in-depth
instructions
Size: 152 x 228 mm
Pages: 144
Price: £23.99

Binding: wire-O
ISBN: 978-0-7643-4934-8

Vol. 3: Welted Sheaths with Snap Fastener
and Mexican Loop
David Hölter
Craft two top-quality designs—one with snap fastener, one with a Mexican
loop
Includes the basic principles plus variants, offering deeper understanding
300 color photos and diagrams, two complete patterns, and in-depth
instructions

Size: 152 x 228 mm
Pages: 144
Price: £23.99

Binding: wire-O
ISBN: 978-0-7643-5022-1

David Hölter is a trained orthopedic mechanic and has years of experience working
with leather. Knife expert Peter Fronteddu has written and photographed several
volumes in this leather-sheath workshop series.
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Quilted Leather

Adding Texture, Dimension, and Style to Leather Crafting
Cathy Wiggins
Introduces the exciting potential of leather for quilting, with basic instructions and
examples
Cathy Wiggins, the pioneer in quilted leather art, inspires a new creative outlet for anyone
Features Cathy’s acclaimed leather art pieces in detail, to demonstrate all aspects of quilting
leather
Using her award-winning art, Cathy Wiggins takes you step by step through the fundamentals
of creating leather art on any sewing machine. More than 400 photos, together with Cathy’s
personal insights, introduce the techniques for quilting, inlay, applique, staining, hardware
installation, and more

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 216 x 280 mm
Pages: 144
Price: $28.99

Binding: hardcover
ISBN: 978-0-7643-5500-4

Cathy Wiggins is internationally recognized for pioneering the art of
quilting on leather and has been featured in magazines, television,
and internet media. Her artwork is in museums and private collections
nationwide.

Tanned Leather Hand-Made Bags
Ultimate Techniques
Yoko Ganaha & Piggy Tsujioka

Includes patterns for each of the 40 projects listed
Information on how to obtain the special punch tool necessary to complete these projects
Clear, straightforward graphics and step-by-step instructions

This book shows how to make 40 bags and miscellaneous goods with very simple, clear-cut
instructions that even total beginners can follow. What makes this book special is that it has
patterns with stitch marks at the end of the book.

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 216 x 267 mm
Pages: 184
Price: $23.99

Binding: softcover
ISBN: 978-0-7643-5612-4

Pigpong, Yoko Ganaha and Piggy Tsujioka, is an arts-and-craft
production unit based in Tokyo, Japan. Pigpong delivers unique projects
full of originality, including book design, illustration, dyes, objects,
displays, etc.
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The Art of Leather Inlay and Overlay
A Guide to the Techniques for Top Results
Lisa Sorrell
Dozens of striking examples, plus clear instructions from a master, lead you to successful
leather art
This almost-forgotten decorative art has rarely been documented, making this guide a
groundbreaking resource
Also includes step-by-step instructions for three leather projects using inlay and overlay
More than 470 color photos bring in-depth detail to this comprehensive look at the almostforgotten decorative art of leather inlay and overlay. The tools, techniques, and processes for
creating inlaid, overlaid, and stitched leather pieces, along with three included step-by-step
projects, provide a complete resource.

Lisa Sorrell is an award-winning leather artist and master cowboy boot
maker known for her colorful and intricate designs. She speaks, writes,
and teaches on both cowboy boot making and the art of leather inlay and
overlay. She lives in Oklahoma.

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 216 x 280 mm
Pages: 176
Price: £33.99

Binding: hardcover
ISBN: 978-0-7643-5121-1

Leather

History, Technique, Projects
Josephine Barbe
Tells the story of leathercraft, including cultures such as Egypt, Morocco, and North America
27 highly creative projects: book cover, moccasins, aviator helmet, and other unusual ideas
All projects require only simple tools and a sewing machine
Humans are the only species known to adorn themselves with a second skin, and here’s the
story of how and why—together with 27 highly creative projects to make.
Textile scientist and leather expert Barbe combines photos and history from around the world
with explanations of leather’s treatment in many cultures over thousands of years. The 27
projects are, on the other hand, very much for today—including a comfortable pair of moccasins,
a handbag guaranteed to attract admiring eyes, a cell phone case, cushions, and leather chains.
Perfect for artisans and aspiring designers as well as history buffs.

Learn techniques with these four project categories:
Leather garments
Bags and holders
Home décor
Jewelry

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 216 x 280 mm
Pages: 168
Price: £33.99

Binding: hardcover
ISBN: 978-0-7643-4484-8

Josephine Barbe studied fine arts and textile design in Berlin at the
Hochschule der Künste, where she learned how to work leather. She
worked at the leather boutique Art on the Body, where she crafted
leather clothing, bags, belts, and hats. A scientific fellow at the Technical
University, Berlin, Barbe lectures and holds seminars on textile
manufacturing, offers seminars at her studio, and participates in textile
shows internationally.
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Encyclopedia of Rawhide and Leather
Braiding
Bruce Grant
One convenient master reference of how-to, why-to, and historic traditions
Easy to use: 350+ illustrations arranged facing the step-by-step instructions
Covers braidwork’s many forms, practical to decorative
The definitive work on the subject. Expert Bruce Grant’s master reference combines completely
new material together with key elements from his classics Leather Braiding and How to Make
Cowboy Horse Gear. More than 350 illustrations and diagrams enhance the history, methods,
and how-to projects.
Covers braids of all kinds—personal gear and clothing; working or show gear for a horse;
decoration of plain, carved, or tooled leather work; and much more.
A classic to be used as well as read.

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 152 x 228 mm
Pages: 558
Price: $28.99

Binding: hardcover
ISBN: 978-0-8703-3161-9

Renowned expert Bruce Grant (1893–1977) made a lifelong study of leathercraft
and rawhide work, inspired at a young age by cowboys on the ranches near his
Texas home. As a journalist, he traveled the world and seized every opportunity to
learn about regional leather working techniques. Grant researched the classics for
references to this ancient art, and replicated every example in his hobby room to
record its details and structure. His collection of the existing literature on this ancient
art is considered the definitive reference.

Leather Braiding
Bruce Grant
Master an artistic and absorbing hobby
Long before GPS, the Turk’s–head knot was used by ancient sailors to mark ship’s wheels
Creativity of sailors, cowboys, and craftspeople developed the forms we use today
Allowing even novices to succeed with a practical craft, this definitive guide contains detailfilled illustrations and step-by-step instructions. From the simple but clever braided button to
the elaborate results of thong appliqué, these techniques use leather to its best advantage for
practical needs and beautiful touches.
Includes handy resources like a historical perspective of leather and its function in society,
details on leather–braiding tools, and a glossary of terms.

Covers:
Flat braids (14 types)
Round braids (10 types)
Square braids (4 types)
Buttons (7 types)

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 139 x 216 mm
Pages: 192
Price: £9.99

Binding: softcover
ISBN: 978-0-8703-3039-1

Edge lacing (12 types)
Buckle covering (3 types)
Handle covering (9 types)
Spanish knots & Turk’s heads (18 types)

Renowned expert Bruce Grant (1893–1977) made a lifelong study of leathercraft and
rawhide work, inspired at a young age by cowboys on the ranches near his Texas
home. As a journalist, he traveled the world and seized every opportunity to learn
about regional leatherworking techniques. Grant researched the classics for references
to this ancient art and replicated every example in his hobby room to record its details
and structure. His collection of the existing literature on this ancient art is considered
the definitive reference.
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Braiding Fine Leather

Techniques of the Australian Whipmakers
David W. Morgan
Learn easily: close-up photos show each step in the process
Features Australia’s special techniques, developed thanks to kangaroo leather’s uniqueness
Written by the expert who made whips for the Indiana Jones movies

Seven simple projects, each one building on the skills learned so far, teach novices to braid
using basic braiding techniques, attention to detail, and a little practice. With this method, you
can produce attractive and enduring results using precut lace, a skin, or a side of leather.
The techniques used in this book come from those developed in Australian whipmaking shops,
which are well recognized for the high quality of their work. Kangaroo is one of the finest
leathers available for braiding, and provided the material for high-quality work and refined
techniques.
David W. Morgan cofounded the leather company David Morgan LLC and
founded its leather workshop. He braided for more than 40 years, and
his expertise continues to be instrumental in the revitalization of the craft.
www.davidmorgan.com

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 177 x 254 mm
Pages: 160
Price: £19.99

Binding: softcover
ISBN: 978-0-8703-3544-0

Braiding Rawhide Horse Tack
Robert L. Woolery

Designed to teach anyone braiding and knotting techniques
Begin with a fresh cowhide, learn to make reatas, hobbles, reins, romals, and bosals
Perfect for rawhide collectors, thanks to tips on care and how to evaluate quality

See and try every step of successful rawhide braiding, with over 180 drawings and photographs.
Starting with a fresh cowhide, understand the process as you continue through cutting strings
and braiding, and end with finished reatas, bosals, hobbles, or reins. The tools and implements
you need are explained, along with how to make some of them yourself from easily available
materials.

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 152 x 228 mm
Pages: 160
Price: £16.99

Binding: softcover
ISBN: 978-0-8703-3629-4

A contributor to The Western Horseman, Western Outfitter, and Horse of
Course!, Robert L. Woolery is preserving an art that is disappearing from
modern life with the declining number of its original practitioners.
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How to Make Cowboy Horse Gear
Bruce Grant
Make your own practical and decorative tack
More than 417 illustrations of every aspect
400+ knots illustrated and indexed
Written by expert Bruce Grant, here is the how-to-do-it information needed by cowboys and
cowgirls, horsemen and horsewomen, those in equine business, dude ranchers, and many
other people interested in horses and their gear. With 417 photos, diagrams, and illustrations, it
contains everything you need to make bridles, hackamores, reins, reatas, quirts, riding crops,
and more. Most items are made of rawhide, but leather thongs and synthetic string can be
worked in the same manner. Clear and detailed drawings show from beginning to end how to
make the gear the horseperson can use to work or show his or her horses to best advantage.

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 139 x 216 mm
Pages: 192
Price: £12.99

Binding: softcover
ISBN: 978-0-8703-3034-6

Renowned expert Bruce Grant (1893–1977) made a lifelong study of leathercraft and
rawhide work, inspired at a young age by cowboys on the ranches near his Texas
home. His books include the classics Encyclopedia of Rawhide and Leather Braiding
and Leather Braiding (see page 10).

How to Make Whips
Ron Edwards

Make five types of whips, from eight-strand to kangaroo-hide
Learn how and why these whips and designs remain timeless
Includes instructions for plaiting names in whips!

In the first section of this tradition-preserving how-to, learn instructions for making a basic
eight-strand whip; the second section deals with the making of fine kangaroo–hide whips. Other
chapters explain the making of bullwhips, snake whips, and even whips made from precut lace.
This guide also offers you instructions on plaiting names in whips and using plaiting designs
for whip handles.

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 216 x 280 mm
Pages: 166
Price: $23.99

Binding: hardcover
ISBN: 978-0-8703-3513-6

Ron Edwards realized before most others that Australia’s traditional
crafts were disappearing with the mechanization of the 1940s. His
drawings, notes, and other documentation were eventually published
in Australia and have remained perennial sellers; this is the American
edition of his ninth book.
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Whips and Whipmaking
David W. Morgan

Covers fascinating details about whip designs and making, worldwide
Written by the expert who made whips for the Indiana Jones movies
Be inspired by useful techniques from Mongolia
Whipmaking is the highest refinement of the art of leather braiding. Features whips made in the
Mongol tradition. Braiding details shown in a selection of photographs. Includes the evolution
of a whip design that became world famous through its association with Hollywood. Introduces
whips for performance and sport use.

David W. Morgan cofounded the leather company David Morgan LLC and
founded its leather workshop. He braided for more than 40 years, and
his expertise continues to be instrumental in the revitalization of the craft.
www.davidmorgan.com

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 177 x 254 mm
Pages: 240
Price: £19.99

Binding: softcover
ISBN: 978-0-87033-557-0

Why should you care for leather? What has leather conditioner to do with
environmental protection? How do I get my shoes to shine? Answers here!

Leather Care Compendium

For Shoes, Clothing, and Furniture
Kim & Axel Himer

The very best methods for preserving and taking care of leather
Practical steps for restoring stained leather furniture and clothing
Improve your leather with maintenance techniques revealed by professionals
Learn the answers to all your questions about making leather items look and work their best.
This guide includes bits of fascinating history about why leather’s beloved by so many, along
with how-to info that will help your fine leather items last nearly forever. In over 500 beautiful
images, custom shoemakers and other leather experts show how to expertly maintain leather
shoes, furniture, bags, automotive leather, coarse and fine leather, watchbands, saddles, horse
tack, suede, and more. Behind-the-scenes stories of influential international leather care
product companies add interesting details and help open your eyes to what’s possible with
leather.

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 177 x 254 mm
Pages: 288
Price: £33.99

Binding: softcover
ISBN: 978-0-7643-4517-3
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Artistic Leather of the Arts and Crafts Era
Daniel Lees
Valuable inspiration for today’s artisans
An essential guide to the hand-tooled craftsmanship of this popular era
540 beautiful color images show every detail
Marvel at and learn from the rich beauty and craftsmanship of leather objects dating from 1900
to 1929. The fine leather works of art—though practical, an Arts and Crafts “must”—include
billfolds, blotters, bookends boxes, cigar cases, document cases, glove cases, mats, napkin rings,
paperweights, purses, and even wastebaskets. Historical information features individual artists
and commercial firms including Roycroft, Newcomb College, and Elizabeth Eaton Burton. Also
includes the German design influence that became known as “Buffalo Nouveau.”

Daniel Lees is a professional writer and longtime collector of Arts & Crafts–era
antiques who resides in Kirkland, Washington.

AVAILABLE NOW
Size: 216 x 280 mm
Pages: 272
Price: £66.99

Binding: hardcover
ISBN: 978-0-8703-3371-2

Gifts for the Spring Bride,
April, 1912. Courtesy of Faire
Lees.

Roycroft mantel or desk clock
with wheat design, laced edges all
around, 4-1/4”w x 5-7/8”h. Courtesy Roycroft Arts Museum.

Even women’s belts received imaginative modeled leather closures as well as a subtle modeled design along its entire length.
Courtesy Roycroft Arts Museum.
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Eleonore E. Bang, 1873-1958
SACB leather artisan 1912-1927
Newton, Massachusetts

Dennett designed and modeled on
leather the seal and motto of the Society
of Arts and Crafts Boston. Dimensions:
18”dia. Courtesy the Schlesinger Library,
Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University.

Eleonore Bang was another of the irrepressible and
enthusiastic immigrants who arrived in America endowed
with artistic abilities and perseverance. Early records show
she and husband, Armand C., were 30 when they arrived
at Ellis Island, August 7, 1904, as Danish citizens.
As they searched to find a place to make their contributions
in America their sons, Paul (1906) and Franz William (1908)
were born in New York City. After a short time in Virginia, their
journey brought them to Roxbury, Massachusetts, where Society
of Arts and Crafts Boston reviewers found her wood carving and
leather art worthy enough for her invitation to membership. By
1917 she and the family were in the Boston suburb of Newton,
where she remained until her death 41 years later.
From the foreword in her well-received book Leathercraft
for Amateurs, published by the Beacon Press Handicraft Series in 1927 (and available on the internet) it is apparent
that Eleonore had made a career choice of showing both
the young and adults the personal satisfaction that could be
achieved through the carving of wood and leather.
A member of the Fellow Crafters Guild, later to be
affiliated with Boston University, she was instrumental

in preparing an occupational therapy program—using
leather crafting—for World War I returning veterans, many
wounded in battle and recovering in the Boston area. She
expanded the curriculum to train others who would teach
the process to school children and to adults within therapy
organizations across the nation.
She saw the process of leather work as both practical
and artistic, with useful possibilities.
Of the various handicrafts, leather work holds
forth special claims upon the interest of an ambitious worker because of the simplicity of the processes, the inexpensiveness of the equipment and the
practically noiseless and therefore non-irritating
nature of the work. Yet leathercraft affords at the
same time, an outlet for individuality and artistic
expression in developing articles of beauty and of
enduring value.
She also designed items for wood carving, all twodimensional, and remained as an active exhibitor in the
SACB. She was elected a craftsman member in 1925 and
achieved a mastership in 1939. Her practical and humanitarian contributions prompted the Danish Government to
bestow the high honor of knighthood and pronounce her as
“Dame Eleonore Bang.”
A cluster of her surviving artistic leather articles
and a few carved wood examples were discovered in
Minneapolis. These reflect
remembrances of both Danish and Icelandic culture and
were likely produced around
1918.
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Tooled, polychromed and gilded peacock
on a portion of leather wallcovering. It is
reminiscent of early 1900s work by Mary
Ware Dennett or Elizabeth Eaton Burton.
Image of 12”w x 14-1/4”h was cut from a
larger section. Courtesy of Faire Lees.

Leather mat
with sinuous sea
serpent suggestion, 8-7/8” dia.
Courtesy Gordon
Hoppe and Steve
Schoneck.
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Roycroft Manicure Case,
stylized Gingko leaf design,
4-1/2”w by 3-3/4”h; opens to
9-1/2”h. Courtesy of Jessica
Greenway
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Detail of Roycroft pen wipe, 2 piece; mark on bottom piece, stylized morning-glory and leaf design. 3”w by 7”h. Courtesy of Jessica
Greenway
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